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Everything is cyclical

2019 saw this gap finally begin to close with organisations across the

It’s amazing how information dissemination moves in a cyclic fashion. In

content industry.

board making big moves towards the podcasting and the audio

the days of the Vedas, lessons and stories were recited by word of mouth.
Over the years, the spoken word was written down and we began to learn

BBC World Service, Quint, Hindustan Times, Google, Hubhopper,

by reading. That was soon supplemented by the TV, the internet and most

Jiosaavn, Saregama Carvaan, Spotify, Samsung, Amazon Audible,

recently, on-demand OTT platforms. Fast forward to today, with the advent

Audioboom, IVM, Suno India, Maed in India, Gaana and Ep.Log were

of podcasts, we’ve gone back to learning and storytelling by listening to

just some of the names that contributed to the current fervor that is

people speak.

being felt across every aspect of the industry today.

When the term “podcast” was coined in the early 2000s, it became most
associated with Apple thanks to its move to include podcasts in the iTunes

India already has a rich history with audio content. From the tales of

store and the seamless merging together of the flagship ‘iPod’ product with

Panchtantra to stories by modern Indian writers and indie music, our

the already popular ‘broadcast’ terminology.

country has long since consumed content like Premchand Ki

However, on the flipside this presented a challenge — for the majority of

Kahaniyaan, Shayari by Mirza Ghalib, cricket commentary, Hanuman

India’s smartphone users owning Android devices, this created a gap that

Chalisa and so much more across different platforms.

demanded to be filled.

The podcast market growing is India just rediscovering this love for

“People associated podcasts with content meant for those with iPods

the audio medium.

other Apple products that only catered to the 1% of the Indian population
and so began the alienation of podcasts and all they stood for.”
says Gautam Raj Anand, Founder CEO of Hubhopper
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2019

The Year India Rediscovered
Its Love for Audio Content

Amongst all emerging markets, India arguably has the highest
potential for a flourishing podcast industry considering the
widespread penetration of smartphones, the reduced costs of data
in the country and the literacy, language and capital-agnostic

Thankfully, 2019 brought in heaps of awareness about audio content and

characteristics of audio content consumption and creation.

de-stigmatised the word ‘Podcast’.
The Indian podcast industry is all set to boom as communication is
becoming more content-centric with each passing day.

Devices Indians use to listen to podcasts

The rise in awareness about the term ‘podcast’ gave way to the
understanding that all non-music audio content is essentially a podcast -

100%

Tablet
Desktop

Be it the news or cricket commentary someone consumed through radio,

80

or The Hanuman Chalisa, Quran and The Guru Granth Sahib playing on loop
60

in shops and houses across the country.

40

2019 has been a banner year and in some ways the commercial birth of

Mobile

20

podcasting in India. While podcasts were gaining momentum in 2018, the
0

explosive growth and evolution of audio content in 2019, added podcasting

Share of podcast listeners

to the list of mainstream content sharing platforms.
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In 2019, we saw some of the biggest names in pop culture – Kalki Koechlin,
Neha Dhupia, Kunal Kapoor, Amitabh Bachchan, Anurag Kashyap, Vir Das,

Average mobile data consumption per month in India

and Miss Malini just to name just a few – make their debut into the podcast

18

stratosphere. The ‘Celebritification’ has greatly contributed to making the

Gigabytes (GB)

term ‘podcast’ a part of everyday lives and conversations, and the
subsequent growth in the trickle-down effect of creative intent.

12

“We gave ourselves a fairly low target of 20,000 listens per episode

6

in India bearing in mind that the market is still quite new.
However it far exceeded our expectations, with each episode of My Indian
Life with Kalki Koechlin getting 30,000 to 50,000 listens,”

0

2017

says Anna Doble, digital editor, BBC World Service.

2022

India is expected to have 1 billion mobile users by 2020, 96% of these being

With fierce competition in the market, music streaming platforms also

smartphone users. This, coupled with high commuting hours, a pre-existing

repositioned themselves as audio streaming platforms by including

relationship with radio, and a large number of languages in a location that

podcasts of various genres – pop culture, science, technology, business

is under-represented online today, make India the perfect breeding ground

and more.

for audio content.

Global music streaming company Spotify launched itself as Spotify - Music
and Podcasts in India. Domestic music streaming companies - Airtel’s
Wynk Music, Times Internet’s Gaana and of course pioneers JioSaavn also
began including podcasts in their offerings.
6
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“We have seen a niche segment of our users who are very regular

“All the pieces of the puzzle have come together, the perfect blend

listeners of podcasts and this number although pretty small in the

of ingredients exist and growth is rampant on both the demand and

percentage of our user base is seeing continued growth,” says

supply side. The crescendo and boom of this industry is inevitable.

Prashan Agarwal, CEO Gaana

The only question to ask is whether someone is going to be part of
the Indian audio growth story or not”

And as a consequence, international podcast platforms such as UK-

Let us take a look into the business, listening, marketing and content

based AudioBoom, Chinese audio network Ximalaya and American

trends of the podcasting space in India.

audio streaming service TuneIn, among others, are also now
targeting India.
While 10 years ago, there were no Indian podcast platforms, today
many platforms including the likes of Hubhopper, Indus Vox Media
(IVM) Podcasts, and Audible Suno have taken charge of the
podcasting story of India. Audio and Voice go hand in hand and the
consumption of voice-enabled tools such as AI Assistants and IoT
devices such as Amazon Alexa, Google Home, surged in 2019.

The year 2020 marks not just a new year for the industry but the
advent of the audio decade in India.
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Content & Production
Trends
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Some of the biggest podcasts in India today are hosted by subject

Breaking the Myth Around

matter experts who are willing to share their knowledge — like

‘Podcasts’ and Widening Genres

Gaurav Kapur on cricket’s inside stories or Ronnie Screwvala on
entrepreneurship. This top-down situation is what is probably driving

For decades, regulatory challenges have restricted the quality and

the numbers. On social media, these experts are also among the

quantity of audio content in India.

biggest influencers.

“There’s a “huge gap in talk radio where India is concerned,” Kavita
Rajwade, co-founder of IVM, a premier podcasting company launched in

“This is almost the rise of the intellectual. New ideas are getting

2015, told Quartz. “FM stations aren’t allowed to do current affairs, politics,

formulated and presented in a way that hasn’t had the luxury for a

and so on.”

long time in traditional media,” said Ramya Ramamurthy, host of
the Feeding 10 Billion podcast.

However, today, audiences have options. Across players like IVM podcasts,
Hubhopper, JioSaavn, and Spotify, there are hundreds of shows for the

This shift in mindset around the term ‘podcast’ has paved the way for

audience to choose from – from queer love to quantum physics. This has

many new creators to join the podcasting pool and share their voice

really pushed both the experts and early adopters into listening or even

on a wide array of subjects. Astrology, Business, Market Analysis,

better – hosting.

Recipes, Public Policy, Travel, and Family management were just

“There is room for growth in all genres as the space is evolving,” says Amit

some of the new genre entrants in 2019.

Doshi, Founder of IVM Podcasts.
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From Print to Audio

The urge for audio on demand also caused a stir in the Internet

FM channels have rarely ventured beyond film music supplemented with

Radio Mirchi 98.3 FM established their online presence in the form of

some non music conversation to drive engagement. However, in 2019 we

Internet Radio Channels.

saw that change.

The Vernacular Wave

HT Media launched its podcast vertical called ‘HT smartcast’ in

According to a study conducted by KPMG India and Google, the

collaboration with Hubhopper. This was driven by the urge to increase the

number of Indian language internet users grew by 41% between 2011

shelf life of existing audio content, and create a vertical completely

and 2016, and the numbers are projected to grow exponentially in

focused on producing and distributing quality audio content.

the years to come.

Radio space. Various radio platforms such as Radio City, AIR FM Gold,

Soul Yatra, Bharat Positive Show, Choti Si Kahani, Mahabharat & Stutee’s
Book Club are a few shows from the many that one can find under HT

“Google Podcasts too is focusing on Indian languages through its

smartcast.

Creators Program, where it helps train content creators. “Via the
program, we are committed to removing barriers to create content

RED FM launched ‘RED Podcast’ on their app to drive listener engagement.

in Indian languages such as Hindi, Tamil, Bengali and more, as well

RED Podcast has introduced original shows such as Storiyaan, India

as languages that are spoken but not necessarily written -

Classified, Sanskari Sex, Game Changers, Holy Tales, Indian Murder Mystery,

Marwari, for example,” says Dipti Mehra, Google’s global

Cricket Sirf Cricket, Social Icons, and Social Awareness.

communications and public affairs manager.
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“Unlike bigger podcast markets like the US, UK, and Europe, the Indian

A direct result of this was the recent uptake in the vernacular content

market is highly diverse in terms of language, economic strata, and

creation - Thale Harate Kannada podcast and Gol Gappa by IVM,

cultural contexts,” says Mae Mariyam Thomas, founder of Maed in India.

Karma is a Witch (Kannada & Hindi) by Prathidhwani and Hubhopper

“For such a varied and divergent audience, there is potential to explore all

are a few of them.

kinds of genres, formats, languages, and types of audio experiences.”

Paranormal reality, a Hubhopper Original by Jay Alani was picked up
by a video streaming platform for the purpose of converting it to a

Hubhopper’s integration with Indian OEMs such as Karbonn, Gionee, Intex,

web series and has also been converted to a book called ‘Haunted’

Indus, and others and subsequent consumption uptake indicated that the

by Penguin.

future of the literacy and language-agnostic medium of audio content lies

The Emergence of
Products and Tools

in the heartland of India rather than just in its metros.
The audiences from tier 2 and tier 3 cities in the country are loyal listeners
to shows such as Red FM Bauaa, Paranormal Reality and a wide array of
religious content as well.
Another leading platform Suno India, which was launched a year ago, calls

In 2019, democratisation of content took a whole new meaning with

itself a “multilingual and multi-generational podcast platform for issues

Hubhopper Studio. Hubhopper’s creator platform empowered

that matter”.

creators across India to launch their podcast by providing free
hosting, recording, editing, distribution and transcribing tools.

11
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Hubhopper Studio also assisted creators to analyse their podcast’s
performance across various distribution platforms through it’s analytics
dashboard.
Further Hubhopper’s integrations across smartphones, platforms and
organisations enabled creators to distribute to most platforms directly
from the Hubhopper Studio and subsequently have their listeners tune in to
their favourite podcasts across smart speakers, car systems, applications
minus one screens, smart headphones and more.

Hubhopper witnessed an explosion in the number of creators as a result of
the ease and accessibility of the tools in the Hubhopper Studio ecosystem
with the number of creators hosting their podcasts on studio skyrocketing
by 1300%. in 2019

There was an expansion of content across languages including Tamil,
Telugu, Marathi, Kannada and genres including Religion & Spirituality,
Storytelling, Horror, Thriller and Original Music

12
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Audio’s Collaboration
With Other Avenues

In the last few years, a whole host of non-music platforms have also
emerged. Among them are Aawaz, which is focused on Hindi content and
Suno India, which is a platform that produces multi-lingual, original content
around issues that are under-reported – like climate change or adoption.

Audio ventured into uncharted territories and explored new

These platforms are filling the ever-crucial void of vernacular, which as we

avenues. In 2017, BookMyShow stepped into content to tap into the

know is critical for scale in India.

prospering audio-streaming market. It rolled out Jukebox within the
BMS app. The platform houses tonnes of free music, talk shows, and

Following the opportunities in the vernacular domain of content streaming,

genre-based podcasts hosted by some of India’s most well-known

other players have emerged in the marketplace.

comedians and RJs. Jukebox offers more than 2,000 hours of ondemand audio content, including 60 shows in multiple genres and

Kuku FM is a platform that is reinventing traditional radio, by allowing

languages.

listeners to discover new, emerging, diverse audio content, and engage

Bengaluru-based audio social media platform Headfone allows

with their favourite creators. The platform’s content is mainly in Hindi, its

users to listen to short stories, talk shows, podcasts, radio channels

roots however are vernacular.

and other audio content in vernacular languages. The platform

Mumbai based Dose FM currently offer live UGC streaming audio creation

largely focuses on vernacular audio content where the content

that also helps creators interact with their listeners and co-host shows with

creator can publish their own content, and broadcast it to listeners

others.

for likes, comments, and followers.

Khabri is a digital audio platform for vernacular content. With a single tap,
the user gets to listen to the content they want, in their preferred language.
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Streaming Wars:
(Original) Content is King

Gaana launched podcasts with a plan of over 30 originals being a
part of their directory and plans to have close to 3000 podcasts in
the first quarter of 2020,
Saregama Carvaan 2.0 partnered with Hubhopper to make podcasts

With the ever-increasing streaming wars, original content was seen as a

across languages, a part of their directory.

key to drive audiences. With a rise in demand for audio content, 2019

Saregama MD Vikram Mehra said, “Carvaan 2.0 is not just an audio

witnessed many music streaming platforms turning towards podcasts.

player with pre-loaded music but a full-fledged audio platform

Increasingly, music streaming apps began including content such as

offering a very wide range of popular and relevant content for all

podcasts, audio talk shows, and videos in an attempt to offer differentiated

age groups and every member of the family.”

content and open up new revenue streams,

Audible launched original audio series across a range of genres with
hours of content by entertainers such as Amitabh Bachchan, Anurag

Globally, Spotify went all out into the podcast pool in 2019. They started the

Kashyap, Vir Das, Nawaazuddin Siddiqui, Tabu, Neena Gupta.

year oﬀ by announcing their plans to spend $500 million globally acquiring

With the growing popularity of hosting, creation and distribution

podcast startups, announced original podcasts in a move to increase user

service Hubhopper Studio, Hubhopper launched over 1500 original

engagement. Spotify today has over 500,000 podcasts and 140,000

podcasts.

podcast creators.

Notable names like Paranormal Reality by Jay Alani, Heart on My

In India, Spotify launched three original shows in 2019 - 2 Yarns with Gaurav

Sleeve by Mansha Kaur, Spanecdotes by Sonata, Real Talk by Smriti

Kapur’, fiction thriller ‘Bhaskar Bose’ narrated by Mantra, and love and

Notani, Baatein by Chhaya Dabas, PJ Waale Babu are a few

relationship advice-based ‘Love Aaj Kal’ by Aastha & Ankit.

examples from the ‘Hubhopper Originals’ category.
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JioSaavn brought Head of Audioboom India operations Aman Goklani on

BBC Minute launched the world’s most shareable news - updated

board as Head of Podcasts and Partnerships and began billboard ads

every half an hour, 24/7. BBC Minute India is a program that adopts

across metros for their shows including No Filter Neha with Neha Dhupia.

the BBC Minute global format for the Indian audience. These are 60second news updates five times a day featuring political news,

“We have kept the length of the shows under 25 minutes so people can

major stories from India and other important news.

listen to it while traveling or drinking tea in the morning. Mobile phone
acts as a radio and TV both, we want people to carry the music and stories

Indian Express also stepped into the audio space and launched 17

with them in our App.” said Rishi Malhotra, Co-Founder JioSaavn.

shows from varied genres such as sports, parenting, politics, social
issues and food. Their podcast 3 Things is one of the top news and
politics audio shows in India.

News Channels Join the Fray

Times of India & The Hindu also have their news presented in an

2019 saw many content houses dip their toes in the podcasting pool but no

audio format.

one did it with the same vigour and speed as news media houses and

The Newslaundry podcast plays with an interesting format. It aims to

channels.

change the world with information while having fun.

This trend has greatly transformed how people consume news bulletins by
relieving them of the anxiety of being glued to the television for immediate

Quint also joined the bandwagon by launching some incredible

blink and miss updates.

podcasts such as Urdunama, Vishnu ki Secret Life, The Big Story,
Southern Slurp, News and Views & Raghav’s Take.
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Marketing & Community
Trends
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The year 2019 witnessed growing interaction, a sense of community, and

Content creators also started conducting workshops about content

constructive feedback loops amongst creators. Creators and listeners

creation and podcasting which triggered a wave of many new

found a place to connect, share opinions, promote new schools of thought,

creators coming up with content with a fresh perspective.

and be a part of conversations with people who are interested and

Podcasting led to the discovery of creative ways of brand

passionate about similar things as them. This also helped in sharing

promotions.

audiences and paved the way for new & creative ideas to promote

Sari Brand, Suta Bombay shared their story through a podcast called

content. The sense of community developed in a way that connects people

‘Musings of Suta’ which was created in collaboration with Hubhopper.

with long, deep, meaningful conversations.

This helped them strike a much deeper and personal connection
with their audience.

Upcoming Marketing &
Engagement Trends

Various podcasts from the IVM network have worked with leading
Brands such as Accenture, Aditya Birla Capital, BookMyShow.

Events & Awards

The growing popularity of podcasts has set the stage for new formats of

International Podcast Day, 2019 was celebrated at different scales

events and interactions.

and great fervour across the country. Hubhopper in collaboration

Hosts of ‘Far from Fact’ Husein Merchant and Keshav Naidu conduct live

with O2 Pod Collective organised an International Podcast Day event

shows and often engage with the audience for opinions, topics for

in Bengaluru this year. A gathering of hundreds of bright minds

conversations and then convert these interactions to episodes.

discusses everything about the current podcast scenario and the
next upcoming trends.

17
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Gautam Raj Anand, Founder & CEO of Hubhopper, represented India
at the Forbes 30 Under 30 event at Berlin where he addressed the
gathering on ‘Why The Best Branding Starts With Connecting With
Consumers’ and the impact audio is going to make in building going
forward.

A gala event organised by Amazon for the launch of Audible’s ‘’Suno’’.
This new platform features hundreds of hours of Audible’s original audio
series across a plethora of genres, helmed by entertainers such as
Amitabh Bachchan, Anurag Kashyap, Nawaazuddin Siddiqui, Tabu, Neena
Gupta and Vir Das.

The spoken word community also expanded with the wave of podcasts in
India. The spoken fest in Delhi and Mumbai organised by Kommune and
powered by Spotify India had an inspiring panel of speakers and invited
creators to pitch their podcast ideas.

18
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Community
Engagement Tools &

In 2019 many streaming platforms acknowledged creators.
Hubhopper Best of 2019 highlighted the top 5 most listened to
podcasts across 20 genres and Spotify wrapped, highlighted time
spent listening to podcasts, favourite genres and shows.

Hubhopper Studio launched among the country’s first podcasting

The Asia Podcast Awards were announced at the Asia Podcast

forums to facilitate podcaster discussions, exchange of ideas and

Summit Live Event, led by MeaVox Live at Google Singapore in

support the idea of creating a constructive feedback loop amongst

November 2019. These awards are designed to grow Asia’s rising

creators and listeners.

podcast industry through greater awareness, collaboration, and

Creators have also taken to different social media platforms and

recognition of podcasters here. These award winners are at the

groups to engage with other members of the community and keep

forefront of podcasts created in Asia. Paisa Vaisa from the IVM

themselves updated.

Network was recognised as the Best Business Podcast, and Shunya

Reports highlighted how listeners took to Social media groups

One made it to the finals in the same category.

to discuss about their favourite podcasts and ended up eventually
striking a personal chord through discussions about podcasts!

The next decade looks bright both in terms of how some of the big
brands are open for new marketing ideas to experiment with and
also how the creators in India are rooting and cheering for each
other.

19
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Podcasts Driving
Social Change

2019 also saw the first signs of primary industry focused companies
with products including farming tools, agrochemicals, seeds and
fertilisers using audio as a medium to bridge the information gap
and build a lasting relationship and retention with their farmer base
across languages and regions.

Podcasting has transformed how various verticals of society express
themselves, learn, and disseminate information.

Podcast episodes ranging from talks on crop recommendations,
favourable crop seasons and crop-specific agro products have also

Taking up the challenge of disseminating education in our country, the

been proven to be a useful tool in educating farmers about the

Delhi government launched a three-month long ‘Constitution at 70

developments in the agro industry.

Campaign’ in all its schools in the month of August. The campaign was
planned to commemorate the 70 years of India’s Constitution with a focus

Platforms like Suno India have brought to light many conversations

on ‘Liberty, Equality and Fraternity’

that have been hiding behind dark corners until now. In their latest
show, Fat. So?Ameya Nagarajan and Pallavi Nath, discuss being fat—

The Government of Delhi tied up with organisations such as We the People,

the pain, the joy, the learning, the dark humour and the silver

ComMutiny — The Youth Collective, Hubhopper and Newslaundry to

lining. They discuss body image, societal norms, working hard at self

develop program content and podcasts around the values enshrined in

love, failing at weight loss, loneliness, food, love and sex.

the Preamble to the Constitution of India, which were then shared with
teachers and students for their understanding.
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Another chart-topping show from Suno India is Dear Pari - India’s first

BBC’s My Indian Life, hosted by Kalki Koechlin looks into what it means

narrative podcast on adoption, hosted by parents Rakesh and Priya. Dear

to be an Indian in the 21st century. With the second season now

Pari takes listeners through their journey of adopting their daughter while

streaming with episodes including Ahmer Javed making music

discussing pertinent issues.

under curfew in Kashmir, Leena Kejriwal’s attempts to end sex
trafficking at Sonagachi, Bidisha’s experience of being a drag king

What does Democracy mean in this age of cyber? How does the

and Nisha’s story that leaves us with a message that Happiness is a

government benefit from the sale of our data? What is data economy? And

mindset.

does the internet give us the right to be forgotten? These and many more
questions are discussed, debated and answered in Cyber Democracy, a

Goondaraj, a Hubhopper Original, talks about experiences of mob

new podcast offering from Suno India.

attacks, many of which go unreported and undocumented. So far
Goondaraj has covered stories of attacks in Khan Market, an upscale
marketplace in New Delhi, brutual mob attacks in Assam, and the
recent protests in Delhi.

With all these stories being shared and conversations being brought
to light, podcasts are knitting and uplifting the fabric of storytelling
and social change in our country.
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Production & Distribution
Trends
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Evolution of the
Creation Process

“It’s such a travesty and shame that technology hampers their
[podcasters’] creation, We gave creators free hosting, free

Production of podcasts has always been a hassle in terms of hefty

recording software, free editing (pre-roll, post-roll, background

equipment and software involved.

music, cropping, fade in and out, and so on.) so that they could
focus on what they do best, create beautiful content. ” said Gautam

Creation was a long, tedious 18-step process that demanded a lot of time

Raj Anand, Founder & CEO Hubhopper

and patience, eventually bogging down creative spirits.
Hubhopper Studio brought down these 18 long steps to 4 steps and

In terms of distribution, we saw many Indian OEMs join the

assisted thousands of creators in realising their dreams of launching their

bandwagon and make podcasts and audio content a part of the

audio show in under 7 minutes.

content dissemination strategy.

Alongside, Hubhopper also provided free tools to podcasters including their
very own microsites, audio plugins, Alexa skills, Firestick apps, and
audiogram creation tools. All of these have proved to be empowering
additions to an audio creator’s ecosystem.

23
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Who, What, How Much,
When and Why?

PwC estimates maintain listenership is set to increase at a

Considering Indian content consumption roots, the desire for audio

“The number of listeners is growing by the day,” says Ambi

content is so pervasive that we unconsciously seek it in products whose

Parameswaran, Founder of brand advisory firm Brand-

core value proposition is something wholly different.

building.com, who also has a podcast show — Sponge: Leadership

compound annual growth rate of 34.5 percent to 176 million by 2023.

Lessons. “Listeners are spread across age groups and regions and
“Storytelling is intrinsic to India, and almost nostalgic because most of us

are listening to a wide breadth of content.”

have grown on stories that our grandparents and parents told us.” Amarjit Singh Batra, Managing Director Spotify India.

Passive consumption uptake: In a country where livelihood takes up
relatively more time than probably most other places, consumers

Ever since the Indian listener has become comfortable with the definition of

don’t always have the bandwidth for sit-down entertainment.

a podcast, the number of listeners is growing by the day.

Podcasts don’t compete with the active content consumption

In India, monthly listeners rising to 40 million at the end of 2018 from 25.4

platforms, they’re consumed in pockets of the day that cannot be

million at the end of 2017, a 57.6 percent increase, according to PwC’s

hijacked by other media. Podcasts work because it is something you

Global Entertainment & Media Outlook.

can listen to while doing something else — they’re complementary
instead of conflicting.

25
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Podcast listening has increased markedly in India in the past few years.
Monthly listeners (defined as people who listened to at least one podcast in
the last month) totaled 4cr at the end of 2018, up a sharp 57.6% from 2.54Cr
in the previous year.

This made India the world’s third-largest podcast-listening market (after
China and the US), although it ranks much lower on a per capita basis.
Growth is set to continue over the forecast period with listener numbers set
to increase at a 34.5% CAGR to 17.61Cr by 2023.

The podcasting industry in India has found a sweet spot — people listen to
them on long commutes, while getting ready, on morning walks, doing
chores and more. Podcasts bring them their daily dose of laughter, fiction
or news — the latest in science, technology, economics or public policy.
“The advantage of podcasts is that they don’t steal your time,” says
Gautam Raj Anand, Founder & CEO of Hubhopper.
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Popular Genres

Relax and Unwind: The third consumption spike occurs between 6-8

While entertainment is taking the cake, storytelling, religious content, news,

in the evening and is characterised by a skew in consumption

business, horror, and children’s podcasts are doing well, too.

towards interest based content including comedy, story-telling,
sports, science and other such ‘hobby’ specific podcasts such as Red
FM Bauaa, #AakashVani and Maed in India.

In just 2019, Hubhopper marked a 200% growth in usage which helped
identify certain peaks in consumer behaviour.

The Night-Owl: The fourth and final consumption spike occurs from
The Early Birds: The first consumption spike takes place between 6-8 in the

10-12 at night with emotive storytelling, horror, thriller and romantic

morning with religious content and news making up a majority of

content leading the fray among categories. Some of the most

consumption. Some popular podcasts during this time include Hanuman

popular shows in this category are Indian Noir by Nikesh Murali,

Chalisa, BBC Minute India, Ramayana and Mahabharat, Bhagavad Gita,

Paranormal Reality by Jay Alani and Kya Who Sach Tha by HT

NDTV

smartcast.

Self Improvement: The second consumption spike occurs between 9-11 in
the morning with a majority of consumption falling under the ‘personal
growth’ and knowledge accumulation genres. Popular podcasts during this
time include 5 minute grammar, The Inspiring Talk by Bijay Gautam, Ted
Talks, The GaryVee Audio Experience and more.
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Creating new age information economy is hard but totally possible.

Consumption Transcends Platforms:

Interestingly, at a time when OTT and videos are the buzzwords,

Seamless Audio Experience

Mann Ki Baat existing as spoken-word audio validates the hypothesis
that grassroots reach can be created with audio. As of June 2019,

Cars and smart speakers, for instance, are also becoming part of the

PWC estimates Indian podcast listener base was at 40 million by the

playback gear for podcasts. An example of this is Hubhopper’s deep

end of 2018, a 58 percent rise from the year before.

integration with Amazon Alexa, Ola Play and Samsung Bixby to ensure a
But if we consider Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Mann Ki Baat as a

seamless podcast listening experience across avenues.

podcast, then the baseline instantly moves to 600 million listeners.
We are a voice and audio-first nation. We love to talk; we love to hear. Voice
calls have surged 70% in two years despite fall in data charges.

“When we hear the country’s PM talking to us, we develop faith in

The rise of smart speakers including Alexa Echo, Google Home, and

him. Mann Ki Baat is becoming har Mann ki Baat. It encourages

innovations in audio on-demand Saregama Carvaan, Shemaroo Bhakti all

people in villages to start talking about toilets and building them,”

validates the growing adoption of audio content consumption when hands

said a listener in Bhopal.

and eyes are busy.

2019 was all about a staggering growth in the listener base in India
which is predicted to boom further in the coming years.
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“Radio shows already have a deep connection with the audience
but the radio is very linear. You have to listen to it then. With

India’s music, radio & podcasts market was worth INR 5753Cr in 2018,

podcasts, they give audiences the opportunity to listen to on-

up from INR 3890Cr in 2014.

demand,” said Aman Goklani, Director Podcasts, and Partnerships
at JioSaavn.

Let’s take a look at how the industry boomed in 2019 and bridged the
gap with other industries such as radio & publishing.

The podcast industry is really starting to connect with other ﬁelds
outside of the radio. While e-books were the ﬁrst massive digital step

Holding Hands with
Industries Outside of Radio

that publishers made, it only makes sense to further connect things
digitally with audio.
Technology giant Amazon’s audiobook company Audible launched a
new app Audible Suno in India featuring original audio series, in a bid
to expand its reach in India’s highly competitive digital

While podcasting may have its roots in radio and, of course, is a natural

entertainment and streaming space.

extension of the work that radio stations do, we started to see a wave of

In 2019, Podcasts proved to be the new battleground in music

radio content being packaged as podcasts, primarily to extend the shelf

streaming. Increasingly, music streaming apps are including content

life of the content created.

such as podcasts, audio talk shows, and videos in an attempt to offer

Leading radio stations such as Fever FM, Radio Nasha & Red FM were the

differentiated content and open up new revenue streams.

first to dip into the podcasting pool.

Music streaming companies like JioSaavn, Hungama, Spotify, and
Gaana are trying to leverage this increased demand for audio
content in India.
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Investments in the Indian
Content Space

“There is a concerted effort from our side to bring more and more unique
audio content for the listeners. The intent is to offer diverse content to
customers. The engagement level goes up and we are able to monetize
well,” said Prashan Agarwal, CEO at Gaana.

“Content is king and everyone is looking for a slice of that throne”
In 2019 we saw a wide array of content platforms draw the attention

Podcasts created by big corporate brands to humanise themselves in the

of investment, particularly in the vernacular segment.

minds of everyday people or “branded podcasts,” as they are known in the

The first wave of Indian language content startups with

business are an increasingly common phenomenon these days.

entertainment as the theme has already garnered a lot of attention

McDonald’s launched one a while back to plug the return of its Szechuan

from investors in India as well as China.

sauce. Tinder has one, as do Microsoft and Nike and Slack.

Bengaluru-based vernacular knowledge-sharing platform Vokal

Netflix has over 20 podcasts that are actively being produced, with more

raised $6.5 Mn in a Series A round of funding from Bengaluru-based

on the way. Two of them, The Human Algorithm and WeAreNetflix, are

venture capital (VC) firm Kalaari Capital

conventional branding exercises, pulling Netflix employees in front of the

Pratilipi raised Rs 105 crore, led by China-based Qiming Venture

mic to talk about life at Netflix and shows that they love on Netflix.

Partners

Popular shows such as The Crown and The Witcher have also been

Matrubharti, a vernacular content startup, announced that it raised

converted into podcasts.

Rs 3.24 crore in an angel round of funding are some that made the
news.
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Sony Music Entertainment made a strategic investment in podcast

Revenues also come from
Ads in between Podcasts

production company Neon Hum to expand its development of original
non-music programming.

Since podcasts call for ‘passive listening’, analytics show they are

Monetization through
Podcasts

more likely to be heard to the end than videos, which need “active
watching”, and are likely to be pursued to their conclusion.
Another important factor in terms of ad placements in podcasts is
the fact that there is less ad blindness when ads are stitched in

Monetizing podcasts requires innovation and platforms have been

audio and the advertisements have turned out to be more

exploring different business models to achieve this. One of to create

impactful.

branded content for OTT players, IVM has made an informative series on
mutual fund investment MF101 for Bloomberg Quint and Aditya Birla Mutual

Coffee outlet Sleepy Owl, online mattress sellers Wink and Nod, My

Funds, and a Poker podcast Mera Kaam Poker for online poker site Spartan

Choize self driven cars are among a few brands which have

Poker. OTT platforms are also partnering with podcast platforms to create

advertised on Hubhopper.

exclusive content.
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Increased Top of the
Funnel Awareness

2020 holds exciting promises for the podcasting industry.
Here are a few trends to watch out for:

Democratization of Content
Content creation will be further democratised by providing production

2019 was all about destigmatizing the term ‘Podcast’. Moving forward

tools, distribution networks and marketing support. Creators would be

we will see a rise in the numbers of creators and listeners,

empowered even more to monetise content, grow their audience, and

particularly in the vernacular segment.

connect with listeners.The amount of digital content created, exchanged,
and consumed is growing by the day across the world and the same

With a few celebrities taking charge of ‘Bollywoodification’ of the

trends would reflect in the audio space in India.

audio space, we will see more celebrities taking over the mic to
establish a deeper connect with their fans. Increased top of the
funnel awareness will also increase brand advertisements and

Value Added Tools

investments in the audio space.

Audio platforms will invest in providing tools & services to make the process
of podcast creation more intuitive and simplified by the day. This will be a
supporting factor in democratising content.
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Collaborative Associations

Rise of Brand Storytelling
Podcasts

2019 was about growing interaction, a sense of community, and
constructive feedback loops in the audio space.
2020 will bring in collaborative associations amongst creators in terms of

As the consumption of audio increases, companies will start to think

ideation, content creation, marketing and promotions.

beyond traditional advertising, branding, and marketing.
Companies and brands, irrespective of scale, will start to use
podcasts to tell their brand stories and strike a connect with their
client base. Voice will help personify brands and this will lead to

Consolidation

companies, organisations, and brands leveraging it to the fullest.
From sponsorships to brand placements, the podcasting industry is

In the coming months the podcast space in India will witness consolidation

going to see a rise in brand storytelling.

both on the demand and supply side. Leading platforms will collaborate,
merge and look for ways to synergise their businesses to build audio/
podcast verticals into their existing product line.

In just 2019, Hubhopper witnessed a 400% growth in partnerships, indicative
of the growing fervour and eagerness of organisations towards audio
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Hubhopper is India’s podcast distribution, creation and hosting platform. A

Microsite - Creator’s hosting on Hubhopper Studio can generate

Forbes Asia 30U30 company, Yourstory Tech30 company, Entrepreneur of

their own website which is home to all their podcast episodes and

the Year company and having topped the Google Play Store and Apple

social media links - all with the click of a single button.This has

app store nationally, the Hubhopper apps and platform bring together

greatly helped creators promote their podcasts through

more than 5m+ hours of content across 15+ languages. Hubhopper works

advertisements

with over 50 partners on the content and distribution side, such as BBC, HT
Media, Samsung, Amazon Alexa, Ola and many more.

Analytics - Creators don’t need to get into the hassle of assessing
the performance of their podcast across different distribution

Hubhopper, through its creator platform - Hubhopper Studio has broken

networks. Hubhopper Studio provides the luxury of monitoring the

down a previously hurdle ridden and long creation process in to a simple 3

performance across every platform that the podcast is distributed

to 4 step process which enables a creator to launch a podcast in under 7

on

minutes and distribute everywhere for free.
Forum - Hubhopper launched India’s first ever forum for podcaster
Hubhopper is moving forward with the vision to democratise content and

discussions to enable creators to Share ideas, developments,

empower anyone and everyone to be able to launch their audio show, no

questions and more

matter where they are.
Along with an intuitive user interface and experience, Hubhopper Studio

And many more such tools!

also has other exciting features to offer.
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Connect with Us!

For Creators

We would love to chat. As you can imagine, the folks at Hubhopper love a

Hubhopper Studio Web

good story.

Hubhopper Online Editor
Hubhopper Studio Recorder (Android)

You can check out our products mentioned below:

Hubhopper Studio Transcription (Android)

For any questions, feel free to reach out to us on:

How to Start

Email: podcasters@hubhopper.in | Whatsapp: +917428511993

Creator Products
Microsite Example

For Users
Hubhopper Web

Others

Hubhopper Android Application

Hubhopper FAQs

Hubhopper iOs Application

Hubhopper Press
About Hubhopper
Integrations
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Resources

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/magazines/panache/

https://www.exchange4media.com/media-others-news/was-2019-the-

67398243.cms

tipping-point-for-podcasts-in-india-101558.html

https://medium.com/@audioBoom/these-25-indian-podcasts-are-

https://inc42.com/buzz/spotify-sharpens-india-market-focus-with-

worth-checking-out-in-2019-b7f5f372d104

podcast-originals-launch/

https://yourstory.com/2019/09/top-podcast-apps-spotify-google-

https://indiaincgroup.com/india-is-rediscovering-its-love-for-the-audio-

bookmyshow-local-content-india

medium-with-podcasts-india-global-business/

https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/trends/entertainment/india-

https://www.livemint.com/industry/media/spotify-announces-india-

a-major-market-for-the-podcast-industry-but-lacks-

original-podcasts-11574164859206.html

awareness-3756811.html?

https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/business/companies/with-special-

gclid=Cj0KCQiArozwBRDOARIsAHo2s7svJPQCs9Wa_VkckZlvF9o9sIxqQ1

focus-on-podcasts-spotify-bullish-about-indian-market-4673371.html

Wqy0mnl_XJk8McsdKwdBsVcKcaAt-mEALw_wcB

http://www.forbesindia.com/article/special/spotify-bets-on-podcasting-

https://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/news-

in-india-launches-originals/56221/1

junkies-to-tech-india-s-podcast-ecosystem-has-something-for-

https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/info-tech/spotify-launches-

everyone-119071901615_1.html

original-podcasts-in-a-move-to-increase-user-engagement/

https://www.afaqs.com/news/media/spotify-announces-podcasts-

article30017026.ece

in-india-aims-to-go-local

https://hackernoon.com/prevalence-of-podcasts-in-india-0c3w3ydt

https://www.afaqs.com/news/media/spotify-announces-podcasts-

podcasting-growth-is-slowly-picking-up-in-india/articleshow/

in-india-aims-to-go-local
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http://www.socialsamosa.com/2018/12/podcast-marketing-tips/

http://lighthouseinsights.in/spotify-india.html/

making-business-sense-of-podcasts/1576271/

https://www.bloombergquint.com/technology/spotify-india-strategy-

https://musically.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Report426-

spotify-banks-on-localisation-podcasts-to-boost-growth-in-india

eoy-462266102.pdf

https://yourstory.com/2019/01/2019-terrific-year-podcasts-india

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/about-ofcom/latest/features-and-news/

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/startups/newsbuzz/

rise-of-podcasts

telling-stories-through-audio-to-maan-ki-baat-the-rise-of-podcast-in-

https://www.stoodnt.com/blog/why-podcasts-are-the-new-

india/articleshow/71370865.cms

mainstream-amongst-indians/

https://scroll.in/article/908291/why-the-indian-podcasting-industry-

https://thenextweb.com/insights/2019/02/11/the-golden-era-of-

needs-more-high-quality-crap-in-2019

podcasts-is-yet-to-come/

https://www.forbes.com/sites/sergeirevzin/2019/03/21/podcast-trends-

https://www.afaqs.com/news/digital/53701_nearly-77-per-cent-of-

in-2019-that-you-should-know-about/#79e299a553e8

indians-who-listen-consume-podcasts-on-the-go-aman-goklani-

https://www.zeebiz.com/india/news-indias-audio-streaming-industry-set-

audioboom

for-strong-2019-as-podcasts-make-content-accessible-78295

https://blog.pacific-content.com/20-podcast-predictions-for-2020-

https://innov8.work/blog/future-podcast-golden-age/

from-top-industry-leaders-f4ef49e48909

https://www.livemint.com/technology/tech-news/cheaper-data-

https://musically.com/2019/12/03/gaana-invests-heavily-in-original-

vernacular-content-help-podcasts-get-a-sound-hearing-in-

podcasting-series-in-india

https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/digital-marketing-

india-1549557132299.html
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